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Welcome to your Special School 
Library Pack 

Your Special School Library 
Pack contains:

Would You 
Rather?   

by Make Believe 
Ideas

Fox and Rabbit  

by Beth Ferry, 
illustrated by 
Gergely Dudás

Nighttime 
Symphony 

by Timbaland 
and Christopher 
Myers, 
illustrated by 
Christopher 
Myers and Kaa 
Illustration

Animal Antics   

by Derek Harvey

Wild Animals  

by Sophie 
Corrigan

Lift-the-Flap: 
Biggest,  
Fastest, Tallest  

by Darran Stobbart, 
illustrated by  
Kasia Serafin 

Sounds of  
the Skies 

by Moira 
Butterfield, 
illustrated 
by Jonathan 
Woodward  

I Am Not a Label  

by Cerrie Burnell, 
illustrated by 
Lauren Baldo

Lights on  
Cotton Rock 

by David Litchfield

Survival in Space: 
The Apollo  
13 Mission 

by David Long, 
illustrated by 
Stefano Tambellini

This pack provides you with a selection of top-
quality titles to support your students in reading 
for enjoyment, discussing books and developing 
a long-term love of reading. 

This guide is designed to provide a variety of 
ideas and advice to help you make the most of 
each title in the pack. 

We’re aware that special schools support a vast 
spectrum of needs. Every school, class and 
student is different. We also know that this pack 
is often used by various practitioners in different 
settings and in a variety of ways. 

With all this in mind, our book selection offers 
a diverse range of styles, themes and formats 
to ensure there’s something for everyone. 
Likewise, the activities are as varied and flexible 
as possible, and can be adapted to suit different 
needs, circumstances and timescales. The 
activities were developed by teachers, teaching 
assistants and librarians, and tested in schools.  

This guide discusses ways you can promote 
reading for pleasure in special schools, followed 
by a list of quick-reference activities for each 
title in the pack. 

We hope that you and your students enjoy  
the books and activities in the Special  
School Library Pack, and we’d love to hear 
what you think – let us know by emailing 
schoollibrarypack@booktrust.org.uk  
or tweet us @BookTrust using 
#SpecialSchoolLibraryPack.

Thank you to the fifteen teachers, teaching 
assistants and school librarians involved in  
book selection and resource design, making  
the Special School Library Pack possible.  
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You will know best which books are likely to  
suit the needs of your students and how best  
to support interaction. Here we aim to give you 
some initial ideas that you can adjust, enhance  
or develop for use within your school. 

You can use these approaches and ideas with any book to encourage reading for pleasure, 
including the ten books in this pack. These recommendations and words of advice have been 
suggested by ten special school teachers, teaching assistants and librarians from across the 
country, who also came up with the activities in the pack.  

Make it relatable 
Link a story to the student’s own environment 
and familiar subjects; ask about their 
experiences of something related to the book. 

Stimulus boxes 
Stimulus boxes with objects related to the 
story can help students focus and support 
processing. It is useful to spread them 
throughout the story and use at key points. 

Movement and action  
Use movements or actions that correspond 
with the narrative to aid memory for learners. 

Use the senses 
Consider sensory experiences. A strong smell  
or taste can be a more powerful stimulus than  
a picture or object. You can be creative with it! 

Signs and symbols 
Find signs and symbols linked to the story 
so that everyone can access it. Book-specific 
resources are key to the success of embedding 
concepts and ideas in relation to a story.  

Sensory trays 
Some students find sensory trays, with objects 
linked to the book hidden in straw, useful to 
play with while they are listening to and talking 
about a story. 

Immersive experiences 
Turn books into experiences. For example, 
you can use sensory trails, scavenger hunts or 
drama to bring the story to life. This movement 
around a space can increase engagement. 

Give stories time 
Give each story sufficient time and repetition. 

Enjoying books in  
different ways 
A more complex subject or challenging book 
can work on many levels and be appreciated in 
different ways. It may be a case of enjoying the 
rhythm and sound of the language in a poem or 
the illustration style in a graphic novel.

What next?  
Think of ways to extend the story by making 
links across the curriculum. There are lots of 
ways to connect books to subjects such as 
geography, science and maths, as well as PSHE. 
Examples of ways to do this with this year’s 
Special School Library Pack books are included 
in this guide.

Enjoying books in every school 
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Discussion topics 
 l What choices do you make every day? 

 l How do you decide what to do when you 
have a choice to make?

 l When reading the book, ask others what 
decisions they would make. Do they make 
the same or different decisions to you? How 
many people would rather find a crab on 
their cupcake than a slug in their sandwich?

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Make up stories to go with each page. For 

example, why is there a bear in your bath? 
How did it get there? 

 l Make your own Would You Rather? pages. 
What are you going to ask people to choose 
between? What textures will you add to  
each page?

 l Create a word cloud with all the words 
you can think of to describe the different 
textures in the book. What other textures 
can you think of? What words would you use 
to describe them?

Music, drama and movement
 l Act out what you would say and do if you 

saw one of these animals. What would you 

do if you found a slug in your sandwich or a 
spider in your spaghetti? 

 l Move like the different animals in the book. 
How does a snake move compared to a bat? 
How does a spider move?

Sensory and other ideas
 l Compare the textures of the different 

animals in the book. How does the spider 
feel compared to the bat?

 l Use sounds and textures to help bring the 
book to life. You could use the meowing of 
the cat or the hissing of a snake as well as 
textures like spaghetti for the spider and 
bubbles for the bear.

Discussion topics 
 l What is a symphony? 

 l What do you do when there is a storm 
outside? How do you feel? 

 l What rhyming pairs can you find in Nighttime 
Symphony? Can you think of any other words 
that rhyme with these pairs?

Writing, drawing and craft
 l List the words about music in Nighttime 

Symphony. Make a word cloud poster using 
all these different words. Are there any other 
words connected to music that you can add 
to the poster?

 l Make your own night-time picture. You could 
use black paper as the background and cut 
out shapes in other colours to stick on top. 
What is the weather going to be like in  
your picture? 

Music, drama and movement
 l Create a soundtrack for the book. What 

sounds will you use and when? You could 
use a rainstick for the raindrops tapping on 
the window and your voice for the howl of 
the wind. 

 l Read the book aloud. Think about how you 
will bring the book to life using actions, such 

as waving your arms like the trees on page 11 
and 12.

Sensory and other ideas
 l Create a sensory bag to go with the book. 

You could use a fan to create the wind in 
the storm and a torch to create the glow of 
the streetlights. You could even include a 
musical instrument such as a drum.  

 l Use a flashlight to make silhouettes. What 
shapes can you make in the shadows? Can 
you make shapes that match the story as it is 
being read aloud? 

 l Research the different ways to make music 
shown in the book. You can find out more 
about the musical instruments on pages 15 
and 16 and the turntables on pages 21 and 22.

Make fun decisions with this  
touch-and-feel book 

A beautiful picture book full of 
poetry and music

Would You Rather?   
by Make Believe Ideas

Nighttime Symphony  
by Timbaland and Christopher Myers,  
illustrated by Christopher Myers and Kaa Illustration

Why we chose this book
It’s a hilarious, interactive book all about choices  
and making decisions. With lots to touch and feel,  
it’s perfect for students that love tactile elements  
in books.

Why we chose this book
Nighttime Symphony is a brilliant starting point 
for sensory stories as the sounds of the city come 
to life in this beautiful picture book. Not only is it 
perfect for sharing in pairs or small groups, it can 
also inspire countless music and art activities.

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l The Touch Book: A sensory book to 
explore by Nicola Edwards 

 l Make Some Noise!  
by Sarah Creese, illustrated  
by Jess Moorhouse 

 l Don’t Look Inside by Rosie Greening, 
illustrated by Stuart Lynch

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l What Will You Dream of Tonight?  
by Frances Stickley, illustrated by 
Anuska Allepuz  

 l Taking Time  by Jo Loring-Fisher 

 l Wild is the Wind  by Grahame  
Baker-Smith 
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Discussion topics 
 l What does the word ‘wild’ mean? What wild 

animals can you think of? 

 l Can you think of any words that are a 
combination of two different words? 

 l What new words can you make by combining 
two or more different words together?  
You can use Wild Animals for inspiration!

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Use the panels to create your own wacky 

wild animal. What is it called? Draw a picture 
of it and list its features.

 l Paint animal print pages inspired by the 
animals you create. For example, you can 
combine the spots of a giraffe and the 
stripes of a zebra.

 l Create your own mix-and-match book. What 
topic will you pick and what will you draw 
and write on each panel? You could make 
mix-and-match pets, vehicles or something 
completely different! 

Music, drama and movement
 l Using soundbible.com, find sounds that 

the animals might make and play them as 
you look through the book. For example, 

you could use the roar of a lion or the 
trumpeting of an elephant. 

 l Act out meeting one of these mix-and-
match animals. How would you react? What 
noise do you think it would make? How do 
you think it would move?

Sensory and other ideas
 l Find textures that match the different 

animals in the book. It could be the scaly skin 
of a snake or the feathers of a toucan.

 l Write down a list of the made-up animals you 
create using the book. Challenge friends to 
guess what real animals make them up as you 
read them aloud. The first person to guess 
five animals correctly wins! 

Discussion topics 
 l What types of birds do you know? What 

noises do they make? 

 l Which birds and other animals in Sounds of 
the Skies have you seen before? Which ones 
have you not seen before?

 l What is a habitat? Can you think of any 
examples of habitats? 

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Pick a bird and paint a picture of it using 

handprints for wings. You can make a collage 
in the background showing the habitat it 
lives in. 

 l Make a shoebox or tray habitat inspired 
by one of the pages. For example, you can 
create a desert habitat using sand and rocks 
inspired by pages 12 and 13.  

Music, drama and movement
 l Write down the birds and other animals 

listed on page 22 onto cards and put the 
cards in a bag. Take it in turns to pick a card 
and mime the animal on it, challenging 
others to guess what you are. 

 l Use musical instruments to recreate some of 
the birdcalls you hear. Experiment with your 

voice and different instruments to get  
as close as you can to the sounds.

Sensory and other ideas
 l Create a sensory birdwatching rucksack 

for one of the habitats. For example, for a 
Sonoran Desert bag you could include a 
shaker for the tail, sand for the ground, and 
feathers, binoculars and a sunhat.

 l Research one of the nine habitats shown in 
the book, from the Amazon Rainforest to the 
Serengeti. What facts can you discover? What 
other animals live in this habitat?

 l Keep a bird-spotter’s diary for a week, 
recording the types of birds you see and the 
number of each. How many types did you 
see? Which bird did you see most often?

Create your own animals with this 
hilarious board book 

An extraordinary sound book 
introducing birds from around the world 

Wild Animals 
by Sophie Corrigan

Why we chose this book
With mix-and-match panels, students can create 
their own creatures with hundreds of possible 
combinations. Perfect for readers looking to 
explore books in new and exciting ways.  

Why we chose these books
This is a stunning interactive book with eye-catching 
pages and simple yet fascinating facts. Students will 
love pressing the buttons and hearing the bird calls, 
then learning about the birds that make them and the 
habitats they live in.   

If you like this book, you might 
also like:

 l Flip Flap Dinosaurs  by Axel Scheffler

 l Flip Flap Snap: Jungle  
by Joanna McInerney, illustrated by 
Carmen Saldana

 l Hidden World: Animals  by Libby 
Walden, illustrated by Stephanie  
Fizer Coleman 

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l The Big Book of Birds by Yuval Zommer 

 l Sounds of the Wild  by Moira 
Butterfield, illustrated by Stephanie 
Fizer Coleman

 l RSPB Nature Guide: Birds  
by Catherine Brereton, illustrated  
Kate McLelland 

Sounds of the Skies  
by Moira Butterfield, illustrated by Jonathan Woodward  
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Discussion topics 
 l What is an alien? 

 l Can you think of any aliens from television, 
books or films? 

 l How would you feel if you met an alien?

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Design your own alien. What will it look like? 

What is its name? You could draw a picture 
of the alien or make a model of it using 
modelling clay.  

 l Some pages tell the story without any 
words. Make your own wordless story about 
meeting an alien. You could draw a series  
of pictures or take a series of photos to tell 
the story. 

 l On pages 33 and 34 Heather draws a picture 
of what is important to her. Draw a picture of 
what is important to you. Who and what will 
you include? 

Music, drama and movement
 l Act out the story. Freeze the story at 

important points to ask the characters how 
they are feeling. For example, how does 
‘Heather’ feel when the spaceship first 
appears on pages 10 and 11?  

 l Make your own Cotton Rock in your 
classroom, inspired by the front cover. Take 
it in turns to sit on the ‘rock’. Who is going to 
be sitting on the rock when the alien arrives? 
How will they react?

Sensory and other ideas
 l Use sounds, smells and textures to bring 

the book to life. You could use different 
coloured lights, the smell of pine trees and 
the textures of grass and leaves. How will 
you make the sound of the spaceship? 

 l Make a kit with everything you would need 
for meeting an alien. What does Heather 
have in her bag? Will you pick the same 
items or different ones? Do not forget to 
include a torch! 

Discussion topics 
 l How are Fox and Rabbit similar and how are 

they different? 

 l What surprises do Fox and Rabbit come 
across? Are they good or bad surprises?

 l What are Fox and Rabbit afraid of and how 
do they face their fears?  

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Create your own comic strip. You can make a 

new Fox and Rabbit story or create your own 
characters and tell their story. 

 l Fox loves words that begin with the same 
letter as their name. What letter does your 
name begin with and how many words 
beginning with that letter can you think of? 
Create a word cloud with all these words.  

Music, drama and movement
 l Pretend you are talking to Tortoise at the end  

of each of the five stories. Tell him what he 
missed, including the details of what happened 
in each story.

 l Act out story four, Gardening, growing and 
groaning (pages 64 to 74). Different people in 
your class can play Fox, Rabbit, Sparrow and 
Tortoise. How do you think Fox and Rabbit both 
feel at the end of the story? 

Sensory and other ideas
 l On pages 2 and 3, Fox and Rabbit play the 

cloud game, finding shapes in the clouds. 
Play the game yourself. What shapes can you 
find in the clouds? Can you see any clouds 
that look like animals?

 l On pages 6 to 9, Fox and Rabbit play 
fairground games. Create a fairground game 
for other people in your class to try. It could 
be anything from hook-a-duck to a coconut 
shy. What are the rules and how can you win?

 l Hide treasure somewhere in your classroom 
and create a map like the one on page 40 so 
a friend can find it. Don’t forget to include the 
route they need to follow and the challenges 
they will face!

A heartfelt story full of adventure  
and discovery

A hilarious graphic novel all about friendship 
and adventure

Lights on Cotton Rock  
by David Litchfield

Fox and Rabbit  
by Beth Ferry, illustrated by Gergely Dudás 

Why we chose this book
With sensational illustrations and wordless sections, 
Lights on Cotton Rock is the perfect story to explore 
independently or in small groups. Students will love this 
beautiful adventure filled with magic and wonder. 

Why we chose this book
Fox and Rabbit is a very funny graphic novel that is perfect 
for anyone looking for an action-packed adventure. It is great 
for less confident readers with its engaging illustrations and 
large-print text.

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l Sam and Dave Dig a Hole by Mac 
Barnett, illustrated by Jon Klassen 

 l The Green Giant by Katie Cottle

 l Journey by Aaron Becker

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l InvestiGators by John Patrick Green 

 l Peter & Ernesto: A Tale of Two Sloths  
by Graham Annable 

 l Narwhal: Unicorn of the Sea!  
by Ben Clanton
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Photographic non-fiction about the funny 
side of the animal kingdom

A lift-the-flap book full of record-breaking facts 

Animal Antics
by Derek Harvey

Lift-the-Flap: Biggest, Fastest, Tallest  
by Darran Stobbart, illustrated by Kasia Serafin 

Why we chose this book
Animal Antics is all about the funniest moments from the animal 
kingdom with incredible facts and hilarious photos. A great book 
for anyone who loves to learn, share facts and find out more about 
the world around them.

Why we chose this book
Students can explore everything from the tallest buildings to the 
fastest animals in this exciting non-fiction title. It is perfect for 
anyone looking for a highly interactive read with students being 
able to lift the flaps to discover more.  

Discussion topics 
 l What is an antic? Why is the book called 

Animal Antics?

 l Which picture do you find the  
funniest? Why?

 l Pages 142 and 143 list all the animals in the 
book. Which animal is your favourite? Why?  

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Animal Antics is full of amazing animals. Pick 

your favourite, research it and create a fact 
file with a drawing or photo of the animal as 
well as facts about it.

 l Make a model of your favourite animal in the 
book. What features does it need to have and 
what materials will you use to make it? Will it 
have feathers or fur? How big will it be?  

Music, drama and movement
 l These animals all move in different ways from 

the leaping red-eye tree frog to the waddling 
rosy-lipped batfish. Come up with dances 
inspired by their movements. 

 l Act out one of the funny scenes from the book. 
For example, this could be the polar bear 
rolling in the snow (pages 42 and 43) or the 
orangutan using a leaf as an umbrella (pages 
66 and 67).

Sensory and other ideas
 l Make a sensory shoebox inspired by one of 

the animal’s homes. For example, you could 
make a desert box with sand or an Antarctic 
box with something cold inside.  

 l Go on an animal safari. Hide pictures of 
different animals around the classroom and 
then find them in groups. Can you then find 
these animals in Animal Antics?

 l Using an atlas or Google Maps, find where 
some of these animals live. For example, 
where would you find the emperor penguins 
on pages 120 and 121? 

Discussion topics 
 l What does it mean to be a record breaker? 

 l What are the opposites to being the biggest, 
fastest and tallest? 

 l Which fact in the book do you find the most 
interesting and why?

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Create a quiz based on the speediest things 

on earth (pages 4 and 5) to test your friends. 
For example, can they guess whether the 
fastest boat or the fastest train can  
move quicker?     

 l Pick a topic and make your own lift-the-flap 
pages. Hide your favourite facts behind the 
flaps and share with your class so they can 
learn all about your topic too. 

 l Make your own ‘tallest’ building using 
cardboard or building blocks. You can take 
inspiration from pages 6 and 7 or come up 
with your own design. How tall can you make 
it? How can you get it to stay upright?

Music, drama and movement
 l Hold a records day, finding the record 

breakers in your class. For example, who can 
clap their hands ten times the fastest?

 l What sounds should go with each page of the 
book? Make the sounds when you lift the flaps. 

For example, you could roar like the engines 
of the fastest vehicles on page 5 or make 
snapping noises like the saltwater crocodile 
on page 9.

Sensory and other ideas
 l Use a tape measure to see how tall you are. 

How do you compare to the world’s biggest 
animals shown on pages 2 and 3, from the 
biggest insect (the Goliath beetle) to the 
biggest dinosaur (the Argentinosaurus)? 
What about the smallest animals on page 14?

 l Follow the steps on page 15 to use the 
Usborne Quicklinks website to learn more 
about the biggest, fastest and tallest,  
from speedy cheetahs to the world’s  
tallest buildings. 

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l Animal Olympics by Carron Brown, 
illustrated by Katy Tanis

 l Mythbusters: Animal Errors  
by Clive Gifford 

 l 100 Crazy Questions: Creatures   
by Ben Grossblatt

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l Life on Earth: Planet Earth   
by Heather Alexander, illustrated by 
Andrés Lozano 

 l National Geographic Kids: Extreme 
Records by Julie Beer and  
Michelle Harris 

 l See Inside Bridges, Towers and Tunnels 
by Struan Reid, illustrated by  
Annie Carbo
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Meet 34 trailblazing disabled role models in 
this exciting non-fiction title

A super-readable title about an incredible  
true story

I Am Not a Label  
by Cerrie Burnell, illustrated by Lauren Baldo

Survival in Space: The Apollo 13 Mission 
by David Long, illustrated by Stefano Tambellini

Why we chose this book
The large illustrations and simple biographies will encourage 
students to explore the lives of disabled artists, thinkers, 
athletes and activists who are leaders in their fields. With an 
excellent glossary and links to useful sources, students can 
discover more about the topics covered. 

Why we chose this book
Survival in Space is a gripping retelling of the Apollo 13 mission. 
A super-readable title designed to be accessible to a range of 
readers, it has thick paper, tinted pages and special editing to 
minimise barriers to comprehension. A fantastic story for both 
paired and independent reading.

Discussion topics 
 l What is a label? Why do you think this book 

is called I Am Not a Label?

 l Do you know any of the people in this book? 
If so, what do you know about them? 

 l I Am Not a Label includes role models who 
have hidden disabilities. What do you think is 
meant by the term ‘hidden disability’?  

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Each portrait includes the person’s 

interests in the background, from music for 
Beethoven to basketball for Ade Adepitan. 
Draw or print a picture of yourself. Add 
drawings or photos of your interests,  
to celebrate your favourite things.

 l Pages 46 and 47 show three Paralympic 
stars. Research the Paralympic Games and 
create a fact file. Don’t forget to include 
the sports that make up the games and any 
interesting facts that you discover. 

Music, drama and movement
 l In a group, come up with questions to ask 

one of the 34 people. Play hotseat, taking it 
in turns to answer these questions as one of 
these people. How do you think they would 
answer each question?

 l Pick one of the people and choose a scene 
from their life that is described in the book. 

As a group, create a freeze-frame showing 
this scene.

Sensory and other ideas
 l Write down and cut out the names of the 

34 people in the book. Sort the names into 
different categories, such as what decade 
they were born in. 

 l These people are from countries from 
all around the world. Find some of these 
countries in an atlas or using Google Maps. 
What do you know about these countries? 

 l Play ‘Two Truths, One Lie’. In teams, take it in 
turns to pick a person from the book and tell 
the other team two facts and one lie about 
them. If they correctly guess the lie, they get 
a point. If they get it wrong, you get the point. 
The first team to five points wins!

Discussion topics 
 l Would you like to go to space? What do you 

think it is like? 

 l What happened on the Apollo 13 mission? 
What was different to the Apollo 11 mission?

 l What is non-fiction? Why is this book 
described as non-fiction?

Writing, drawing and craft
 l Create a fact-file poster about Apollo 13.  

Use facts from the book and your own 
research as well as pictures of the rocket 
and the crew. 

 l Pages 16 and 17 show the Saturn 5 rocket. 
Design your own rocket. What would it need 
to launch into space? What would it look like 
inside? You can even make a model of your 
rocket out of cardboard. 

 l Create a timeline of all the events in 
Survival in Space. Start with the 1903 Wright 
brothers’ airplane flight and finish with the 
Apollo 13 mission in 1970. As well as the 
dates and what happened, you can also  
add photos or drawings of these  
important events. 

Music, drama and movement
 l Pages 28 and 29 show what it is like in zero 

gravity. Move like you are experiencing no or 
low gravity in space. You can imagine you are 

in a space capsule or even on the moon like 
Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin.   

 l On page 70, Apollo 13 lands back on earth. 
Take it in turns to hotseat as the crew. Ask 
the ‘crew’ how they felt both during their 
journey and now that they have returned  
to earth.  

Sensory and other ideas
 l Create a sensory space kit to use while 

reading the book. It could include a torch 
and the food you would want to take  
into space. 

 l If you have access to a tablet, use video 
editing software to create a Survival in Space 
book trailer, adding music and images to 
give others a sense of the themes and mood 
of the book. What would encourage other 
people in your class to read the book?

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l Just Like Me by Louise Gooding, 
illustrated by Melissa Iwai et al. 

 l Great People Who Reached for the 
Stars by Louise Page, illustrated by  
Kat Williams 

 l Young, Fearless, Awesome  
by Stella Caldwell

If you like this book, you 
might also like:

 l Katherine Johnson (A Life Story)  
by Leila Rasheed 

 l Tragedy at Sea: The Sinking of the 
Titanic by David Long, illustrated by 
Stefano Tambellini

 l 100 Things to Know about Space  
by Alex Frith et al. 
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